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RECRUITMENT 

 

REFERENCE NUMBER: QAENEL0817 

JOB TITLE: QA Engineer (Electronics) 

LOCATION:  Denham, Middlesex  

 

Martin-Baker is the world's leading manufacturer of ejection seats and related equipment. 

It is the only company that can offer a fully integrated escape system that satisfies the very latest in pilot 
operational capability and safety standards. Martin-Baker offers a complete 'end-to-end service’, from 
helping the customer to establish operational safety and escape requirements, including design, 
development and qualification, to on-going support throughout the entire service life of the aircraft. 

 
DEPARTMENT NAME:  Quality 

JOB DESCRIPTION  

 
A vacancy has arisen for a QA Engineer (Electronics) working in the Quality department at Denham. The 
role holder is responsible for responding to any emerging product quality issues on electrical, electronic or 
software systems and associated containment issues and verification of suspect product.  In addition it 
supports preventive quality measures by auditing of company processes. 
 
AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY: 
 

- Co-ordinate response to any emerging quality incidents notified internally or externally of an 
electrical, electronic or software nature including containment and verification of suspect product. 

- Undertake technical verifications of any notified product defects associated with  electrical, 
electro-mechanical, electronic systems 

- Represent QA for software review (good understanding of  CMMI, C, C++, C#, Ada, Code 
Collaborator, DOORS, BIT principles and requirements of SEAL 1 and 2 required)  

- Act as QA Review for new/modified  designs on electrical, electronic and electro- mechanical 
assemblies, electrical build plans and ATPs. 

- Assist in any defect investigations including the documentation of corrective actions relevant to 
product or process failures. 

- Support MRA requests to control the movement of suspected non-conforming product. 
- Undertake product or process audits in response to any notified quality issues. 

 
EDUCATION & QUALIFICATIONS: 
 

- HND or Degree in Mechanical or Electrical Engineering or equivalent technical training.  
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SPECIFIC / TECHNICAL SKILLS: 
 

- Attention to detail in preparation and publication of work for product or process incidents. 
- Able to communicate in a constructive manner with personnel at various levels within the MBA 

and customer organisations. 
- Can work under pressure to balance competing job priorities to agreed deadlines. 
- Computer literate in standard word processing and spreadsheet packages. 
- Able to grasp technical issues quickly and lead / assist in problem solving activities 
- Thorough questioning style. 
- A structured and methodical work style. 

 
PERSON SPECIFICATION: 
 

- Attention to Detail - thorough, accurate and concern for all the areas involved. 
- Drive to achieve results - sets own standards, checks own work, and demonstrates a positive 

approach. 
- Judgement and decision making - evaluates key decision making criteria. 
- Planning and organising - organises work of self and others. 
- Analysis and problem solving - sees basic relationships and reacts positively. 
- Working collaboratively - actively contributes to achieve organisational objectives 
- Professional/Technical Expertise- uses technical and professional knowledge, skills and judgment 

effectively. 
- Initiative- acts on various methods and strategies for solving problems and meeting objectives 

before being asked or required to do so. 
- Valuing Diversity - creates an atmosphere of valuing and accepting others. 
- Change - responds positively to change. 
- Managing People - develops and uses effective strategies, change management and Interpersonal 

skills to influence others toward the accomplishment of identified objectives. 
 
KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE: 
 

- Extensive quality / improvement experience in a similar environment (Aerospace, Defence) 
- Product knowledge likely to have been gained within MBA or in a similar environment. 
- Proficient in co-ordinating activities with a complex customer organisation to maintain a credible 

MBA presence.  
 

Any applicants will need to have a British Passport or residency to be considered as they would 
need to be security cleared. 
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